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For this lesson, as well as the other lessons on participles, we will begin with the grammar explanation, and present the text 
at the end.  We have our reasons. 

The Wonderful World of Russian Participles (Verbal Adjectives) 
 
• Participles are “Verbal Adjectives” 
In this lesson we begin our discussion of participles (often referred to as “verbal adjectives”).  Whatever exactly a 
participle is in English (and that is up for debate), in Russian it is an adjective which is formed from a verb (hence 
the term “verbal adjective”).  In the English noun phrase barking dog the word barking is an adjective (because it 
answers the question “Which dog?”), formed from the verb bark.  Similarly, in the phrase forgotten ancestors the 
word forgotten is an adjective formed from the verb forget.  Such participles/verbal adjectives may precede the 
nouns they modify, as in the above phrases, or may follow them, as in the phrases: The dog barking in our yard 
likes caviar or Our ancestors, forgotten by almost everyone, were famous circus performers.  The same holds in 
Russian: Participles may either precede or follow the noun they modify – with a few twists (see more below). 
 
• Participles Are Limited (More or Less) to the Written Language 
Participles in Russian are (more or less) limited to the written language.  Anyone who would include participles in 
their everyday speech would be looked upon as some kind of freak.  However, if you want to read just about 
anything in Russian, from a newspaper article to a scientific journal to the best of Russian literature (prose and 
poetry), you must be able to recognize and properly translate participial phrases.  It’s absolutely essential. 
 
• Four Types of Participles 
As verbal forms, participles reflect the two features: 1) Tense (present/past – but not future – see below) and; 2) 
Voice (active/passive – more on this below).  Therefore, there are four types of participles: 
 

 Active Passive 

Present Present Active Present Passive 
Past Past Active *(Perfective) Past Passive

 
*We’ll explain why we included (perfective) here in a later lesson. 
 
Note that there are no participles with a future meaning.1  In theory it should be possible to have a future 
participle, but it just doesn’t occur in Russian.  So, you can say The man who wrote/writing the letter is my uncle, 
but not The man who will write the letter is my uncle using a participle.  Do any of you know a language that has 
participles with future meaning? 
 
• Participles Agree in Case, Number, and Gender with Modified Noun 
Since they are adjectives, participles must always agree with the noun they modify in case, number and gender 
(CNG).  See more on this below. 
 
                                                 
1 Actually, as we’ll see later on, some Past Passive forms can be used with a future meaning.  More on this in a few weeks. 
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Active Participles 
 
• Basic Overview of Active Participles 
 
(The following description refers to active participles in general.  We’ll get to the details of present active 
participles directly below.) 
 
Active participles describe what the modified noun was doing (did)/is doing (does).  They replace (or, to be more 
precise, are equivalent to) relative clauses where котђрый is in the nominative case.   
 
Any verb—in theory—can form an active participle (but not all do - the verb хотЎть is one example).  Of course 
only imperfective verbs can form present active participles (because perfective verbs have a future meaning), 
while verbs of both aspects are—in theory—possible for past active participles. 
 

35.А Present Active Participles: Form 
 

(Remember - only from imperfective verbs):  -щ-...(ся) 
 
 
Forming a present active participle is very easy.  Simply replace the final -т of the present tense они-form (for 
either conjugation) with a -щ- and the appropriate CNG ending – more on this below. 
 
 

Present Tense они-form 
(т > щ+ending) 

Present Active Participle  
(in various CNGs) 

читЌют читЌющий 

живѓт живѓщая 

звонјт звонјщей 

говорјт говорјщими 

танцѓют танцѓющей 

пьют пьїщим 

едјт едјщего 

спят спјщие 

мђют мђющем 

кричЌт кричЌщая 
 
We’ve actually already seen a number of adjectives that were originally present active participles: 
 

слЎдующий next (from the verb слЎдова+ follow) 

потрясЌющий fantastic (from the verb потрясЌй+ shake; shock) 

пЏшущая машЏнка typewriter (Lit.: writing machine) 
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The above three words have really become full-fledged adjectives.  More below on the distinction between “real” 
adjectives and participles (which just act like adjectives). 
 

Who is Спјщая КрасЌвица?  (Clue: The answer does not have the word “babe” in it.) 
 
35.А.1   Stress in Present Active Participles 
 
The only instances in which the stress of a present active participle differs from the present tense онЏ-form are 
2nd-conjugation verbs that have shifting stress.  For these verbs, the stress in the present active participle is on the 
ending, and not on the stem (as it would be for the онЏ-form).  1st-conjugation verbs that have shifting stress keep 
the stress where it is in the онЏ-form. 
 

OнЏ-form Present Active Participle / Stem 
прђсят просјщему / проси<+  

дЎржат держЌщих / держа<+  

смђтрят смотрјщей / смотре<+  

Џщут  Џщущая / иска<+ (1st-conjugation so 
stress is same as present) 

бђрются бђрющийся / боро<+...ся                       
(1st-conjugation) 

  
Exception to the exceptions on stress . Stress is on shifted-to syllable: 
 

OнЏ-form Present Active Participle / Stem 
лїбят лїбящую / люби<+  

 
35.А.2   Always a Full -СЯ 
Verbs in -ся keep the “whole” -ся, even when a vowel directly precedes.  This is the first time we’ve seen this. 
 

ѓчатся учЌщаяся 

занимЌются занимЌющаяся 

выпЎндриваются выпЎндривающиеся 

изменјются изменјющуюся 
 

 Form present active participles from the following verbs. (Keep in masculine nominative singular) 

 
1. повторјй+  2. говорЏ+  3. лежЌ+  
4. дѓмай+  5. жив+ >   6. боро<+..ся 

7. сидЎ+  8. {пьй+ / пи>+} 9. {мђй+…ся / мѕ+…ся} 

10. плевЌ+  11. занимЌй+...ся 12. люби<+  

13. выпЎндривай+...ся 14. плЌка+  15. вёд+´ 
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35.А.3   Agreement of Participle and Noun 
 
Since participles are adjectives, they must agree with the noun they modify in CNG.  It doesn’t matter that 
originally котђрый was in nominative.  In the sentences below focus on the form of the participles; we’ll discuss 
meaning in just a bit. 

 
 
 

Я вЏдела дЎвушку, говорјщую [= котђрая говорЏт] с профЎссором. (fem/acc /sing) 
I saw the girl who was talking to the professor 
 
 
 
Он получЏл письмђ от брЌта, живѓщего [= котђрый живёт] в ПрЏнстоне. (masc/gen/sing) 
He got a letter from his brother (who was) living in Princeton. 
 
 
 
Мы смејлись над студЎнтами, учЌщимися [= котђрые ѓчатся]в ГЌрварде. (instr/plur) 
We were laughing at the students who go to Harvard. 
 

 
35.А.4  Adjectives as “Verbs” – Participles Take Same Complement As Verb 
 
Even though they are adjectives, participles can mark objects with the same case that the original verb or verb 
phrase (i.e., verb + preposition) does: 
 

Я вЏдел студЎнта, помогЌющего КЏре (Dative because of помогЌй-) 
I saw the student who was helping Kira. 
 
ОнЌ не лїбит мужчЏну, кричЌщего на собЌку. (Accusative because of кричЌ- на) 
She doesn’t like the man who is yelling at the dog. 

 

 Form Present Active Participles in the correct CNG from the following verbs: 

1. Мы говорЏли о человЎке, жив+ >  в МосквЎ. 
2. Я завЏдую лїдям, интересовЌ+...ся фЏзикой. 
3. На вечерЏнке былЌ дЎвушка, рабђтай+ в РЏме. 
4. Я терпЎть не могѓ профЎссора, изменјй+  своЎй женЎ. 
5. Что ты знЌешь о лїдях, стучЌ+  в дверь? 
6. ОнЏ смеїтся над врачЌми, игрЌй+  в гђльф. 
7. Вы знакђмы с пЌрнем, пропускЌй+  все занјтия? 
8. Там был  мужчЏна, {брЎй+...ся / брЏ+...ся} три рЌза в день. 
9. Мы вЏдели бЎдную жЎнщину, умирЌй+  от рЌка. 
10. Кто іти студЎнты, поворЌчивай+...ся ко нам? 
11. Здесь не хватЌет людЎй, умЎй+ игрЌть на гитЌре. 
12. Все говорЏли о дЎвушке, уважЌй+  своЏх родЏтелей. 
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35.Б Present Active Participles: Meaning/Translation 
 
As we mentioned above, active participles (both present and past) are equivalent to clauses that contain котђрый 
in the nominative.  For purposes of translation, you can (almost always) ignore the fact that the phrase contains a 
participle, and simply translate the phrase as if nominative который (котђрое/котђрая/котђрые) were still 
there.  Don’t get confused by the fact that the participle itself may not be in nominative. 
 
35.Б.1  Get Into the Who/Which/That Habit! 
 
In fact, by far the easiest way to translate all participial phrases (not just present active participles, which is 
today’s topic) is with who or which/that. In some cases, it may be possible, even preferable, to leave out who or 
which/that, but you’ll never be wrong to include it in your translation.  And as we’ll see shortly, very often you 
must use who or which/that in order for the sentence to make sense.  So get into the habit right away.  Trust us, it 
will make things much easier for you. 
 
Getting to today’s topic, present active participles describe what the noun is doing (or does) at the time of the 
action being described, and are best rendered by who is singing; talking; eating, etc. or which/that is hanging; 
falling; not working, etc.  You don’t always have to use the progressive ‘-ing’ tense.  Sometimes the simple 
present who lives; works; runs, etc. or which/that costs; sits, etc. is better. 
 
 

Sentences with Present Active Participle Translation 

Мы вЏдели жЎнщину, ђчень переживЌющую [= котђрая 
ђчень переживЌет] пђсле смЎрти отцЌ. 

We saw the woman who is grieving after the death of her 
father. 

Я покажѓ кѓзькину мать мужчЏне, смотрјщему              
[= котђрый смђтрит] на мої женѓ. 

I’m really going to give it to the man who is looking at my 
wife. 

ФЏльм не понрЌвился студЎнтам, ѓчащимся [= котђрые 
ѓчатся] в ПрЏнстоне.  

The students who go to Princeton didn’t like the movie. 

Он мечтЌет о жЎнщине, рабђтающей [= котђрая рабђтает] 
в пђльском ресторЌне.. 

He’s dreaming about the woman who works in a Polish 
restaurant.  

Я познакђмился с людьми, всегдЌ хранјщими [=котђрые 
всегдЌ хранјт] тайну. 

I met people who always keep a secret. 

 
35.Б.1  Pre-Posing Entire Participial Phrases: “I saw the yelling-at-her-son woman” 
 
In order to translate the above three sentences into English you really have to put the “who/which” phrase after 
the noun.  There’s just no other place for it.  Not so in Russian.  You will often find rather large participial phrases 
preceding the noun: 
 

Я покажѓ кѓзькину мать смотрјщему на мої женѓ мужчЏне. 
Literally: I’m really going to give it to the looking-at-my-wife man. 
 
Мы вЏдели ђчень переживЌющую пђсле смЎрти отцЌ жЎнщину. 
Literally: We saw a really-going-through-a-hard-time-after-the-death-of-her-father woman. 
 
Я познакђмился со всегдЌ хранјщими тайну людьми. 
Literally: I became acquainted with always-keeping-a-secret people. 
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For purposes of translation, there is no difference between the “pre-posed” and “post-posed” participial phrases.  
It may help you to mentally cut and paste the phrases so they reflect English word order.  (Note that in English 
you can have a participle in front - “the barking dog” - but only if it is a single word.  In English you can’t say: “I 
saw the barking loudly at the car dog”.  But this is fine in Russian (the sentence, not dogs barking loudly at cars). 
 

 Transform these котЏрый clauses into participial phrases: 

1. МЏша подошёл к актрЏсе, котђрая кричЏт на своЏх детЎй. 

2. ОнЌ довђльна кЌртой, котђрая висЏт над крЎслом. (Pre-pose!) 

3. ОнЌ влюбЏлась в пЌрня, котђрый дрожЏт всё врЎмя. 

4. Кђля получЏл письмђ от испЌнца, котђрый завЏдует мне. (Pre-pose!) 

5. Мы не понимЌем людЎй, котђрые пьют травянђй чай. 

6. Кђля смђтрит на дЎвушку, котђрая стЌвит тарЎлки на стол. 

7. Лїда помоглЌ нЎмцу, котђрый вЎшает кЌрту на стЎну. (Pre-pose!) 

8. Кто іти лїди, котђрые совЎтуют президЎнту? 

9. Почемѓ он звонЏт дЎвушке, котђрая не обращЌет на негђ внимЌния? 

10. Вы знЌете человЎка, котђрый чЌсто объедЌется? (Pre-pose!) 
 
 
35.Б.2  Participles as “Pure” Adjectives 
 
Sometimes participles (all 4 kinds) can become indistinguishable from adjectives (and thereby violate our 
‘who/which’ rule.)  For example, in the sentence He played a leading role in the war, “leading” looks and smells 
like any other adjective (important/crucial/insignificant), but it certainly derives from the verb “lead”.  The same 
phenomenon holds in Russian.  Some participles have attained adjectival status (ведѓщий leading from the verb 
вёд+´ lead is one example).  There is no simple way to predict which participles can attain such vaunted status.  
So, if you were trying to translate the sentence: 
 

Он игрЌл ведѓщую роль в войнЎ 
 
you would not want to write: He played a role which was leading in the war,  but rather He played a leading role 
in the war.  As mentioned above, the adjectives слЎдующий following, next and потрясЌющий fantastic were 
originally present active participles. СлЎдова+ is related to the adjective; it means follow.  ПотрясЌй+ is also 
vaguely related to the adjective; it means shake; shock.   
 
In the case of настојщий real, authentic, the verb настој+ now has nothing to do with real; it means insist.  
 
We see the same thing in English, for example, with the adjective revolting, which now means disgusting, 
completely lacking in taste.  Originally, revolting was a present active participle derived from the verb revolt.   
While there is certainly some vague relation between revolting and revolt, you would be hard-pressed to predict 
the meaning of the adjective based on the verb.  One very simple test of “adjectivehood” is to check a dictionary.  
Not surprisingly, revolting has its own definition, and is identified as an adjective.  Participles like barking and 
forgotten are not listed separately, since their meanings can be predicted based on the verbs from which they are 
derived. 
 
We will always list these “pure” adjectives separately. 
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35.В Active Participles: Text 
 
Now that you are a present active participle guru, listen to the text (a few times) and translate it into natural 
sounding English. 
 
We should warn you – this text contains an artificially large number of present active participles.  If you can get 
through this text, no present active participle will ever frighten you again. 
 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

На днјх я познакђмился с однЏм страдЌющим бессђницей человЎком по Џмени СлЌвa.  Он  был 

прђсто в отчЌянии.  Во-пЎрвых, на прђшлой недЎле не ђчень лїбящая СлЌву подрѓга брђсила егђ и 

стЌла встречЌться с однЏм зарабЌтывающим ѓйму дЎнег мужчЏной, котђрого он, СлЌва, терпЎть не 

мђжет.  Во-вторѕх, всё врЎмя пьїщий испЌнский апельсЏновый сок и сочинјющий ђчень плохЏе 

стихЏ егђ сосЎд по кђмнате имЎл нЌглость пригласЏть жить вместе с нЏми свої подрѓгу НЌдю, 

никогдЌ не причёсывающуюся и носјщую кђжаные брїки.  СлЌва ђчень боЏтся, что он бѓдет плђхо 

спать из-за без концЌ лЌющей собЌки, котђрую НЌдя привезлЌ с собђй.  Я хотЎл помђчь СлЌве, но 

моЎй подрѓге, спешЌщей на концЎрт, бѕло всё равнђ.  ОнЌ говорЏт, что знЌет ѓйму такЏх людЎй, не 

знЌющих, что дЎлать. 
 
СловЌрь 
 

1 страдЌй+ (+ instrumental) suffer from (illness) 

1 бессђница insomnia (without sleep) 

2 отчЌяние 
{бѓд+ / бы>+} в отчЌянии 

despair 

be in despair 

4 сочинјй+ // сочинЏ+  compose (Related to сочинЎние) 

5 имЎй+ нЌглость + infinitive 

нЌглость 

нЌглый 

have the gall, nerve (to do something) 

temerity; nerve 

rude; impudent 

7 лЌя+ bark 

8 спешЌ+ (кудЌ) be in a hurry (to get somewhere) 
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 УпражнЎние 1  Translate the text into natural sounding English  
 УпражнЎние 2  Form present active participles, when possible.  Use any CNG you wish  

1. жив+ >   2. садЏ+...ся 

3. мёт+´ 4. писа<+  

5. {льй+ / ли>+  6. спроси<+  

7. повторјй+...ся 8. купи<+  

9. боро<+…ся 10. совЌ+  

11. кричЌ+  12. смотре<+ 

 
 

 УпражнЎние 3  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the present active participle 
  
1. В углѓ стојт лїди,  ______________________________________  ни на когђ внимЌния. 

    who are not paying attention 
 
 

2. Я вЏдела собЌку,  ______________________________________ домђй. 
    that is hurrying  
 
 

3. Мы стоЏм вђзле мужчЏны,  ______________________________________  тяжёлый чемодЌн. 
     who is lifting 
 
 

4. Я сочѓвствую дЎвушке,  ______________________________________ бессђницей. 
     who suffers from 
 
 

5. Я терпЎть не могѓ людЎй, без концЌ ______________________________________ всех. 
      who interrupt 
 
 

6. Кто іта жЎнщина, ______________________________________  стихЏ? 
    who is composing 
 
 

7. Мы говорЏм о студЎнтах,  ______________________________________ в ПрЏнстоне. 
     who go to/attend/study at 
 

 


